Come up with your own ideas
projects given below is just for your reference purpose
We don't want you to repeat the same old projects which are available in the market,
get some new and unique Ideas, Our faculties are there to help you with all possibilities.

































smart home using microcontroller
bluetooth controlled robot using robot
smart vehicular comunication system using microcontroller
automatic railway gate contol system line following robot
coin based water dispenser system
pinger print vehicle starter system
fire and gass accident prevention system
dam water level analysis
automatic water management and efficent distribution
automatic break control system
anti theft vehicular security system with finger print verification
traffic signals with synch system
vehicular theft detection system using gsm and gps
ultrasonic object dection system
wifi for vehicular communication system
street light control system
fire and gas accident avoider
iot irrigation monitering and control system
coin based water dispenser system
advanced foot step power generation system
solar power monitering system
fire department alerting system (mini)
energy meter monitering over iot
smart bus tracking system
wireless sensor networs using microcontroller
liquid flow monitering and controlling
smart drip irrigation system using microcontroller
smart door bell
biometric system based class attendance
smart car using microcontroller
flood monitoring and alert system
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remote monitoring of industries
wifi operated robot
iot based weather system
human following trolley using microcontroller
gas pipe leakage dictation
voice controlled home automation
patrolling robot with sound sensing
drink and drive detection with ignition loc system
speaking bus stop reminder
wheel chair with safety system
gesture control robot
smart helmet
smart toll plaza
smart no parking system
piezoelectric based voltage generator
surveillance robot with night vision camera
iot based underground cable fault detection system
smart curtain opening system
biometric attendance system for classroom
smart blind stick
RF tag based security system
reducing speed of the vehicle using iot
 smart bus stop alert system using gps
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